From smart watch to remote healthcare system, wireless body sensor networks (WBSNs) play an important role in modern healthcare system. However, the weak capacity of devices has limited WBSNs development. Considering the huge processing and storage capacity of the cloud, it can be merged with WBSNs to make up for the deficiencies of weak capacity. Based on this consideration, the concept of cloud-assisted WBSNs has been proposed recently. In contrast to generic data, the data in cloudassisted WBSNs will be used for providing medical diagnosis, so the integrity of data is very important because any modification will result in severe consequences such as misdiagnosis. The public auditing scheme could provide an efficient solution to check the data integrity remotely without downloading them. However, the traditional public auditing scheme for cloud cannot be used directly due to the high data density and weak processing capacity in WBSNs. So, in this paper, we proposed a lightweight and efficient public auditing scheme, LEPA, for cloud-assisted WBSNs. Compared with similar schemes, the WBSNs' client only needs to do one symmetrical encryption with low computational cost in LEPA. Security proof shows that LEPA can resist two types of adversaries in random oracle model. The efficiency evaluation also shows that LEPA outperforms previous proposals.
Introduction
With the technological advances in various fields, the people's life expectancy increased all over the world. In Unites States, the life expectancy has increased to 78.2 years from 69.8 years over the last 50 years [1] . It is expected that the number of people aged 60 years and older will reach about 81 million in 2050. The aging population brings many social and economic challenges. For example, the healthcare of elderly with chronic diseases caused the huge burden on society. To solve these problems, the modern medical system with function of the remote medical clinical diagnostics and real-time health monitoring has gained more and more attention, while the WBSNs (wireless body sensor networks) technique plays a fundamental role in intelligent modern medical system.
The body sensor networks (BSNs) were initially proposed by Zimmerman [2] . Due to the use of wireless communication technique, they are also known as wireless body sensor networks (WBSNs). WBSNs are body-centric networks within of 3-5 m. In general, the WBSNs devices can be classified as wearable devices and implantable devices. The wearable devices can be deployed on clothing or body surface and implantable devices can be implanted into human body to collect the Personal Health Information (PHI) such as electrocardiogram and blood pressure. After being collected, the PHI will be sent to the controller (mobile phone) via wireless technique such as WiFi or Bluetooth. Then controller can process/store the received PHI locally or send it to remote medical service provider which can analyze the user's PHI to give health suggestion. In some emergency situations such as sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) which was not preventable in the past, the SP can react, process PHI immediately, and inform the medical staff to take emergency measures immediately ( Figure 1 shows the typical architecture of WBSNs application for remote medical diagnosis). In addition, WBSNs also can provide other entertainment applications such as motion sensing game or social network.
Considering the eager demand of WBSNs in reality, a number of research institutions have conducted researches on the WBSNs system [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In 2004, [6] , the Harvard University launched a system called CodeBlue for emergency care. In 2004 [7] , the French CENS Research Institute launched the MARSIAN project. MARSIAN is a wrist ambulatory monitoring and recording system with a smart glove embedded with physiology sensors for the detection of the activity of the autonomic nervous system. In 2005 [8] , NASA and Stanford University jointly developed the LifeGuard system for space and terrestrial applications. Recently, some WBSNs based healthcare monitoring and diagnosis architecture also have been proposed [9, 10] . In [9] , Wannenburg and Malekian proposed a health monitoring scheme which is capable of measuring the vital physiological parameters and sending biofeedback to user. When an emergency is detected, the medical notification will be sent to medical team. To connect the conventional electromagnetic-based Internet to the biochemical signaling-based bionanonetwork, Chude-Okonkwo et al. proposed an illustrative scenario and system model of an IoBNT for application in an advanced healthcare delivery system in literature [10] . In 2012 [11] , to generalize the applications based on WBSNs, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) released the 802.15.6 standard to support for low energy consumption, short distance, and reliable wireless network communication surrounding the human body area. For the reason that the WBSNs applications are related to people's life security, the security problem is a very important issue. On the Black Hat conference in 2012, a McAfee expert has proved that, by remotely controlling the insulin pump implanted in the body, hacker can inject an overdose of insulin causing patient death. Besides, the data collected and transmitted in WBSNs are very sensitive because they are used for clinical diagnostics. Therefore, authentication, data confidentiality, integrity, access control, and privacy preserving should be guaranteed while using the WBSNs. In HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act), there are strict requirements for the patient's identity and data privacy. The standard 802.15.6 also emphasises the security issues in WBSNs. In 802.15.6, the communication is divided into three security levels.
Level 0. It is unsecured level without authentication or encryption. This is the lowest level of security in 802.15.6; the data is transmitted in plaintext and no authentication steps are executed at all.
Level 1 (Only Authentication)
. Some measures are involved to validate the data, but the data is still transmitted in plaintext without encryption.
Level 2 (Authentication and Encryption
). This is the highest level of security in 802. 15.6 , where the data is transmitted in ciphertext form and authentication is provided.
However, some recent works show that 802.15.6 has security defects [12, 13] . Therefore, the 802.15.6 is not secure enough for reality practice.
With the maturity of the cloud computing technology, WBSNs and cloud computing technique have been merged closely. Compared with WBSNs device, cloud server has more powerful computing and storage capacity which is nicely complementary with WBSNs devices. Based on this consideration, the concept of cloud-assisted WBSNs has been proposed. Cloud-assisted WBSNs can provide the user with richer experience than traditional WBSNs: user can upload the PHI to cloud storage server to reduce the local storage burden; user also can outsource the large amount of collected PHI to cloud computing server to conduct medical big data analysis. Recently, many cloud-assisted WBSNs systems have been proposed [14] [15] [16] [17] . It is noteworthy that the data stored in cloud-assisted WBSNs are the basis of all clinical diagnoses, so the integrity of storing data is a very important issue because any modification on data will result in severe consequences such as misdiagnosis. To solve this problem, the public auditing technique is proposed. The public auditing scheme could provide an efficient solution to check the data integrity remotely without downloading them. Many public auditing schemes for cloud have been proposed [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] recently. However, these schemes cannot be used directly in cloud-assisted WBSNs due to the high data density in WBSNs and weak processing capacity of WBSNs devices.
To resolve the drawbacks in the existing schemes, we proposed a lightweight and efficient public auditing scheme for cloud-assisted WBSNs-LEPA in this paper. Based on the lightweight designing concept, we reduced the cryptographic operation of client in our protocol; besides, by transferring the authenticator generation work to service provider, the client (WBSNs devices) in our scheme only needs to do one symmetric encryption.
Based on our scheme, LEPA, a large number of user's physiological data can be uploaded to the remote cloud server to build the user's historical health record. Besides, the user can check the integrity of the data stored in the cloud at any time. Our scheme can be used in the environment below: if a hospital is reluctant to purchase equipment or build its own data center, the hospital can upload patients' data to the remote cloud service provider. However, considering the requirement for the accuracy of medical data, hospital needs to audit the data integrity stored in the cloud at any time. The contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows.
(1) We analyzed the differences between cloud environment and cloud-assisted WBSNs including the traffic characteristic, the capacity of the equipment, and the privacy requirements. Based on these discussions, we think that the existing public auditing schemes are not suitable for the data integrity checking task in cloud-assisted WBSNs.
(2) We proposed a new public auditing scheme LEPA for cloud-assisted WBSNs. Based on the designing concept of lightweight cryptographic protocols, we reduced the operations with expensive time cost such as bilinear mapping and hash to point and improved the efficiency of the system; besides, we translated the tag generation work from client to service provider so as to reduce the computational burden on client kind.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we introduce some related works including the security researches in WBSNs and storage auditing scheme for cloud environment; in Section 3, some preliminaries are presented; the security requirements and system model are also presented in Section 3; in Section 4, we describe our proposed scheme LEPA in detail; in Section 5, we prove that our scheme is secure under random oracle model and can defend two types of adversaries; performance analysis is presented in Section 6. At last, we conclude our paper in Section 7.
Related Works

The Security Researches in WBSNs.
There are many proposals that have been proposed to secure the communication in WBSNs. Generally speaking, these proposals are mainly focused on authentication between sensors or authentication between service provider (SP) and client. Basically, these schemes can be classified as physiological parameter based schemes and cryptography based schemes. Physiological parameter based schemes use the similar biological characteristics (electrocardiogram, blood pressure, etc.) collected from the same individuals to identity the legal devices. These schemes are mainly used to solve the problem of authentication or key agreement between sensors which is also known as intrabody communication. In [29, 30] , the authors proposed to use the interpulse interval of electrocardiogram (ECG) and photoplethysmogram (PPG) to generate key for encryption and authentication. In [31, 32] , the frequency coefficients of ECG and PPG are proposed to generate key. In [33] , Juels and Sudan put forward a method called "fuzzy vault" for biometric authentication. In [34] , Venkatasubramanian et al. proposed a fuzzy vault based physiological signal key agreement scheme (PSKA); however, the "fuzzy vault" based scheme needs to add confusion data (chaff point) to achieve the security so the computational cost becomes higher with the increasing of extra chaff points. In [35, 36] , two modified fuzzy vault methods were proposed to improve the performance. In [37] , Zhang et al. proposed to use a time variation ECG features based scheme to achieve the key extracting. In [38] , Mohana and Bai proposed a method to generate 128-bit key from the dynamic behavior of ECG. However, the methods based on the physiological parameter have the problem of poor accuracy because, even in the same individual, the collected signals still have small differences in different body parts. In addition, the physiological signal is time-variant so strict clock synchronization is needed, but the strict clock synchronization is difficult to achieve. Furthermore, it is limited to use between different types of sensors (e.g., between the blood pressure sensor and accelerometer). So the physiological parameter based schemes are difficult to be applied in practical applications.
In contrast to the physiological parameter based schemes, the cryptography based schemes are more mature and flexible which can be applied in both intrabody communication and external-body communication (authentication between service provider and controller). The cryptography based schemes can be divided into three types in general: symmetric cryptography based schemes [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] , traditional public key infrastructure (PKI) based schemes [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] , and some special cryptographic methods based schemes such as identity cryptography [51] and certificateless cryptography [52] . Compared with the latter two methods, symmetric cryptography based schemes need relatively low computational cost but support limited security functions and create key distribution problem; PKI based scheme needs relatively higher computational cost compared with symmetric cryptography based schemes; the special cryptographic methods support richer security service but need the highest computational cost.
In [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] , the symmetrical cryptography based WBSNs security schemes have been proposed; however, the distribution of secret keys is not efficient. In [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] , some public key cryptography based schemes are proposed; however, compared with the proposal [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] , not only is higher computational cost needed, but also the certificate management and storage are not efficient in resource-constraint WBSNs environment. Compared with symmetrical cryptography based schemes [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] and PKI based schemes [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] , certificateless cryptography based schemes [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] eliminate both the key distribution problem in symmetrical key based schemes and certificate management in PKI based schemes, so it is more suitable for the application of WBSNs. Liu et al. proposed two certificateless authentication schemes for WBSNs firstly [53] ; however, their schemes have been observed to have security defect [54, 55] . In [54] , Zhao found that Liu et al. 's scheme [53] cannot withstand the stolen verifier table attack and proposed a new scheme, but, in Zhao's scheme [54] , a large number of pseudoidentities should be stored. In [55] , Zhao's scheme [54] has proven that the user's pseudoidentities could be traced. In [56] , He et al. 's pointed out the security defect of signature forging attack in Liu et al. 's scheme [53] and proposed an improved scheme with proven security. Xiong [57] pointed out that Liu et al. 's scheme [53] cannot resist the attack mounted by the key replacement adversary. They proposed a lightweight and certificateless anonymous authentication scheme for extrabody communication. However, their scheme cannot support revocation of illegal users. To solve this problem, Xiong and Qin [58] proposed another scheme with user revocation based on KUNODE revocation tree, but the high computational and storage cost is needed in their scheme.
The schemes introduced above are mainly focused on the authentication between sensors or authentication between SP and controller. Some other security researches in WBSNs have been presented recently. In [59] , Lu et al. proposed a secure and privacy preserving opportunistic computing framework for mobile health emergency based on attribute access control. Once the execution of a task exceeds the energy and computing power available on a single node, other opportunistically contacted nodes can contribute to the execution of the original task by running a subset of task. However, in [60] , Lee et al. found that Lu et al. 's scheme [57] has some security flaws such as user anonymity, and they proposed an improved mobile-healthcare emergency scheme based on extended chaotic maps. In [61] , Yi et al. proposed medical data analysis scheme with homomorphic encryption to achieve the privacy preserving; however, the security of their scheme is based on the assumption that the distributing servers cannot collude.
The security problems in cloud-assisted WBSNs are also being studied by more and more researchers [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . In [62] , Zhou et al. proposed a key management scheme for cloud-assisted WBSNs based on the Blom's symmetrical key. Their schemes could resist two types of adversaries: the timebased adversaries and location-based adversaries. In [63] , Han et al. proposed a multivalued and ambiguous encryption scheme to ensure data confidentiality. In [64] , Wan et al. proposed a cloud-assisted WBSNs architecture to solve the problems including energy-efficient routing and cloud resource allocation; however, security properties were not achieved in their schemes. In [65] , Xie et al. proposed a secure roaming authentication protocol for cloud-assisted WBSNs to achieve the devices authentication in different access point. In [66] , Zhu et al. proposed a secure outsourced computing scheme for cloud-assisted WBSNs with 2DNF cryptosystem. However, their scheme could not simultaneously achieve the satisfying security goals and low computation cost. In [67] , Gupta et al. proposed a secure IoT based cloud centric architecture to perform predictive analysis of user's activities in sustainable health centers with RSA and DES encryption algorithms.
Storage Auditing for Cloud Environment.
As can be seen from the schemes above, the study of data integrity checking for cloud-assisted WBSNs is relatively limited. However, data integrity checking for cloud-assisted WBSNs is very important because any modification on data will result in severe consequences such as misdiagnosis. In cloud-assisted WBSNs, user's data is stored in remote cloud server instead of storing it locally. Therefore, it is not efficient to download all the data from cloud server to check the integrity. To address this problem, the concept of public auditing was proposed by Shacham and Waters firstly [18] . With public auditing technique, user can check the data integrity remotely without downloading all the stored data. Based on this consideration, many public auditing schemes have been proposed later [19] [20] [21] [22] . However, these schemes [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] are based on traditional public key based cryptograph (TPKC). In TPKC, a certificatemanager-certified certificate is needed to be bound with user's public key and identity. With the increasing number of users, the certificate management becomes difficult. Besides, the certificate transmitting is not suitable for bandwidthconstrained applications. Considering the large number of users and limited bandwidth/storage resource in WBSNs devices, the TPKC-based schemes are not suitable for cloudassisted WBSNs.
To address the certificate management problem in TPKC, the identity-based public key cryptography (ID-based PKC) has been proposed by Shamir [51] . In ID-based PKC, the public key is user's identity and the private key is extracted by key generate center (KGC) based on user's public key (identity). Based on the identity-based public key cryptography (IDbased PKC) [51] , several ID-based public auditing schemes have been proposed [23] [24] [25] . Wang et al. [23] presented the first ID-based public auditing protocol proven to be secure assuming the hardness of the computational Diffie-Hellman problem. Later, Tan and Jia [24] proposed an ID-based public verification scheme with aggregate signature. In [25] , Wang proposed an ID-based public auditing scheme for multicloud environment. Though these schemes eliminate the certificate management drawback in TPKC-based schemes [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , these schemes suffer from the drawback of key escrow (KGC can get user's private key) which is inherited from ID-based PKC. So these schemes are also not suitable for cloud-assisted WBSNs.
In 2003, Al-Riyami and Paterson [52] presented the concept of certificateless public key cryptography (CLPKC) to resolve the key escrow problem in ID-based PKC. In CLPKC, the key is generally divided into two parts that are generated by the user and KGC, respectively. Therefore, CLPKC technique could resolve the key escrow problem in IDbased PKC and the key management in TPKC. Some CLPKC based authentication schemes have been proposed [26, 27] . Wang et al. presented certificateless public auditing scheme (CLPA) [26] with blockless verifiability and homomorphic authentication firstly. Their scheme could resolve the key escrow problem in ID-based public auditing schemes [23] [24] [25] and certificate management problem in TPKC. However, their scheme has proved that it cannot withstand the public key replacement attack which is defined as type I by He et al. [27] . Considering that the CLPA based scheme is suitable for resource-constraint WBSNs environment, He et al. presented another CLPA scheme which can withstand the public key replacement attack in Wang et al. 's scheme [26] . However, we found that He et al. 's scheme [27] has some defects below.
(1) The scheme in [27] is based on the public auditing scheme in [26] . The scheme in [26] is a public auditing scheme for cloud environment. The authenticator generating phase is conducted in client side, considering that the WBSNs client has weak processing capacity; this part of computational work will cause high energy loss and storage burden for WBSNs client. So it is not suitable to transplant the public auditing scheme for cloud to WBSNs environment directly.
(2) Secondly, the public auditing scheme in [27] is used for personal file. File uploading is a discrete event that may happen only once in a few days. However, when the WBSNs user requests medical service, the physiological information is constantly collected (several times in one second) and lasts for a long period of time. Similar to IoT, the density of collected data by sensors is extremely large. Based on (1) and (2), it is better to design a lightweight public auditing scheme to reduce the burden of authenticator generation in user sides.
(3) At last, we know that the cloud server can be divided into public cloud, private cloud, and hybrid cloud. Private cloud is a cloud server for individuals or company; the privacy of data can be guaranteed. But public cloud or hybrid cloud is a cloud service provider with untrusted third party, so if the confidentiality of the data is not protected, the user's sensitive medical information will be disclosed to the cloud service provider. However, in [27] , the user's data is uploaded to cloud server directly without encryption. Considering that the cloud server is untrusted, the confidentiality cannot be protected in their scheme.
Based on the discussions above, we can see that, so far, there is still no public auditing scheme suitable for the lowcapacity, high data density and privacy preserving requirements in cloud-assisted WBSNs. However, this kind of scheme is necessary in reality before the cloud-assisted WBSNs healthcare systems are widely applied. So this induced the motivation behind proposing our scheme LEPA in this paper.
Preliminaries and Formulation
In this section, we introduce the cryptographic technique used to construct LEPA and give a formal definition of cloudassisted WBSNs public auditing scheme. Besides, the system model and security requirements are also introduced in this section.
Cryptographic Techniques
(1) Bilinearity: ∀ , ∈ 1 and ∀ , ∈ * , ( ⋅ , ⋅ ) = ( , ) .
(2) Nondegeneracy:
(3) Computability: ∀ , ∈ 1 and ∀ , ∈ * , these exists an algorithm to compute ( ⋅ , ⋅ ) efficiently.
Definition 2 (ECDLP)
. ∀ , ⋅ ∈ 1 , ∈ * , it is difficult to find out an algorithm to compute with input ( , ⋅ ).
to find out an algorithm to compute ⋅ ⋅ with input ( , ⋅ , ⋅ ).
System
Model. There are five entities in our scheme: key generating center (KGC), cloud server (CS), client, service provider (SP), and third-party auditor (TPA). The relationship among them is shown in Figure 2 .
(1) CS. The CS in our scheme is a semitrusted entity with large computing power and storage capacity; the client can upload medical data to the CS for storage. If user wants to check the data integrity stored in CS, the CS can execute interactive protocols (LEPA) with TPA to check if the stored data is wellkept.
(2) KGC. The KGC is also a semitrusted entity, responsible for generating system parameters and extracting key for the other entities.
(3) TPA. The TPA is a semitrusted third party. If the client wants to check the integrity of stored data in CS, he/she can request the service to TPA and then TPA runs an interactive algorithm with CS to achieve the goal of integrity checking.
In this process, TPA should not get any information about stored sensitive medical data. The reason of using TPA is that, for a task of data integrity checking, the checking result will be unfair no matter whether it is generated by client or CS: reluctant to take the responsibility of data corruption, the CS may give out an incorrect result; similarly, client also wants to shirk the responsibility of the data corruption to CS. CS, and forms historical archives. The client has limited computing and storage capacity compared with CS and SP. The client does not want any part to get his/her PHI except for SP.
(5) SP. SP is a trusted part which can provide medical service for client. The SP has stronger capacity of computing and storage than client. The SP is responsible for generating authenticator and uploading the real-time collected PHI to CS. The SP also needs to analyze PHI and give a diagnostic result to client.
The Definition of Cloud-Assisted WBSNs Public Auditing
Scheme. Here, we give a formal definition of cloud-assisted WBSNs public auditing scheme.
Definition 4 (cloud-assisted WBSNs public auditing scheme).
A cloud-assisted WBSNs public auditing scheme is composed of algorithms below.
(1)
(1 ) → ( , 1 , 2 , , , ℎ, , PK KGC ). The SysSetup is a probabilistic algorithm which takes a security parameter as input and generate the published system parameters ( , 1 , 2 , , , ℎ, , PK KGC ). This algorithm is run by KGC.
(2) ParKeyGen(ID SP , PK SP,1 ) → (PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 ). The ParKeyGen is a probabilistic algorithm which takes the SP's identity ID SP and SP's partial public key PK SP,1 as inputs, and then KGC generates another partial key PK SP,2 and returns (PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 ) to SP. This algorithm is run by KGC. (6) ℎ (SK SP , id , PK KGC , PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 , ID SP , ) → (auth ). The ℎ algorithm is a probabilistic algorithm which takes SP's private key SK SP , the identity id of , the SP's public key (PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 ), and KGC's public key PK KGC as inputs and generates the authenticator auth for . This algorithm is run by SP.
(7)
(Chal, auth ) → (Pro, ). The algorithm is a probabilistic algorithm which takes Chal as the challenge and the generator auth as input and generates a proof (Pro, ). This algorithm is run by CS.
(8)
(Pro, ) → ("TRUE" or "FALSE"). The algorithm is a deterministic algorithm which takes (Pro, ) as input and returns "TRUE" or "FALSE." This algorithm is run by TPA.
Security Requirements.
Here, we give some security requirements for cloud-assisted WBSNs public auditing scheme [27] . (1) Publicly Verifiability. TPA should verify the data integrity stored in CS without downloading the entire data and causing additional computational burden on user.
(2) Privacy Preserving. The uploaded data should not be accessed by the CS or TPA even while uploading or auditing. 
Our Proposed Scheme: LEPA
There are eight polynomial-time algorithms in our proposed scheme, LEPA, that is, SysSetup, PriKeyGen, PubKeyGen, ParKeyGen, Encryption, AuthGen, ProofGen, and ProofVerify. Notations shows the notation list of our scheme.
Our designed protocol's general work flow is as follows: in the SysSetup phase, KGC generates a set of system parameters and publishes them; next, SP needs to generate its private key and public key in PriKeyGen and PubKeyGen, respectively; after these two steps, the SP sends the partial public key generated by himself/herself to KGC and KGC will generate another partial public key for SP in ParKeyGen phase; in Encryption phase, client encrypts the collected PHI with shared secret key and sends the ciphertext to SP (we assume that a shared secret key has been established, and this part of the work is not considered in this paper because there exist many authentication and key establishment schemes for SP and client in WBSNs [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] ); after SP receives the PHI, the SP generates an authenticator for the encrypted data (AuthGen phase) and uploads the PHI with authenticator to CS; uploaded PHI forms a user's medical history files; client/SP can apply for data from the CS; when the client/SP wants to check the integrity of stored data (whether the data has been lost or damaged for the reason of CS), client/SP requests service to TPA (third-party auditing is to ensure fairness). After TPA receives the request, TPA will send a challenge to the CS, and then CS will respond with a proof to TPA (ProofGen phase). TPA can check the data integrity with proof (ProofVerify) and then send the auditing result to the client/SP. The work process of our scheme is shown in Figure 3 .
The Details of LEPA
SysSetup Phase. The KGC inputs a security parameter into Algorithm 1 and outputs the system parameters ( , 1 , 2 , , , ℎ, , PK KGC ). KGC publishes these parameters and the other entities including CS, TPA, client, and SP can get them.
PriKeyGen Phase. The SP generated Algorithm 2 to generate private key for himself/herself.
PubKeyGen Phase. The SP executes Algorithm 3 to generate partial public key for himself/herself. Then SP sends (ID SP , PK SP,1 ) to KGC, where ID SP is SP's identity.
ParKeyGen Phase. Upon receiving the request (ID SP , PK SP,1 ) from SP, the KGC generates another partial public key for SP with Algorithm 4. Then KGC sends PK SP,2 to SP. After receiving PK SP,2 , the SP takes (PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 ) as his/her public key. Encryption Phase. In this phase, the client generates the ciphertext of collected data (we assume that the established key is KEY). The client computes ciphertext with KEY (any symmetrical cryptosystem can be taken such as AES). The client sends to SP.
AuthGen Phase. The SP executes Algorithm 5 to generate the authenticator for . After that, the SP sends (auth , ) to CS. The CS stores the collected data block and its authenticator auth .
ProofGen Phase. If SP/client wants to check the integrity of stored data in CS. He/she can send the auditing request to TPA. Then TPA executes Algorithm 6 with CS to get the proof (Pro, ) from CS. The proof will be used for auditing in the next phase.
ProofVerify Phase. Upon receiving the proof (Pro, ) from CS, the TPA executes Algorithm 7 to check the integrity of .
Correctness Proof.
The correctness of TPA can check the integrity of data block {( , )} ∈ with proof (Pro, ) that can be proved by the formula derivation below:
Security Analysis
In this part, we analyze the security of our certificateless public auditing scheme LEPA in the random oracle model; we analyze and prove that the two types of attackers in certificateless cryptography will not succeed. We first introduce the security model in Section 5.1; in Section 5.2, we give proofs of two security lemmas.
Adversary Model.
There are two types of adversaries in certificateless based schemes [24] type II 2 can replace the SP's public key but cannot access KGC's private key. Our proof is based on this model and two games are set up between the challenger and { 1 , 2 }. The adversary { 1 , 2 } cloud accesses the following oracle controlled by .
Create-User. Upon receiving a request with ID , computes {PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 } and SK SP with algorithms PriKeyGen, PubKeyGen, and ParKeyGen; finally, returns {PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 } to
Public Key Replacement. Upon receiving the query with {ID SP , PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 }, replaces {PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 } with {PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 }.
Tag-Gen. Upon receiving the query with { , }, computes auth with algorithm AuthGen and returns { , id , auth } to 1 / 2 .
Security Analysis.
In this section, we prove that our scheme is secure against two types of adversaries { 1 , 2 } in random oracle model.
Lemma 5.
The proposed scheme is secure against type I adversary 1 if CDH problem is hard in 1 .
Proof. Suppose 1 could win the authenticator forging game; then can construct a polynomial-algorithm to solve the CDH problem with nonnegligible probability : given an instance ( , 1 = ⋅ , 2 = ⋅ ), we set PK SP,1 = 1 here.
ℎ-Query.
maintains a list ℎ of tuples {id , PK KGC , PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 , 1 } and sets them as empty initially. Upon receiving a request with {id , PK KGC , PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 }, checks whether tuple {id , PK KGC , PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 } exists. If so, returns 1 to 1 ; else, generates a random number 1 ∈ * and returns 1 to 1 .
-Query. maintains a list of tuples {ID SP , PK SP,1 , 2 } and sets them as empty initially. Upon receiving a request with {ID SP , PK SP,1 }, checks whether tuple {ID SP , PK SP,1 } exists. If so, returns 2 to 1 ; else, generates a random number 1 ∈ * and returns 2 = 1 ⋅ 2 to 1 .
Create-User. maintains a list of tuples {ID SP , SK SP , PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 } and sets them as empty initially. Upon receiving a request with ID , checks whether tuple {ID SP , SK SP , PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 } exists. If so, returns {PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 } to 1 ; else, if ID = ID SP , generates a random number SK SP ∈ * , requesting -query with {ID SP , PK SP,1 }; then computes PK SP,2 = SK KGC ⋅ (ID SP , PK SP,1 ) and returns {PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 } to 1 ; if ID ̸ = ID SP , chooses a random number and computes PK SP,2 = ⋅ SK KGC ⋅ (ID SP , PK SP,1 ) and returns {PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 } to 1 .
Public Key Replacement.
Upon receiving the query with {ID SP , PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 }, PK SP,1 and PK SP,2 are replaced keys generated by 1 . looks up and replaces {PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 } with {PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 }.
Tag-Gen. Upon receiving the query with { , id }, makes ℎ-query with {id , PK KGC , PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 } and makes -query with {ID SP , PK SP,1 }. Then auth = SK SP ⋅ 1 ⋅ 2 + ⋅ PK SP,2 is computed. At last, returns { , id , auth } to 1 .
Eventually 1 outputs a forgery proof (Pro , ) with challenge Chal = {( , )} ∈ from TPA; looks up ℎ and , respectively; at last could get the following equation:
also can get another equation.
Based on (2) and (3), we could get
Then we could get Pro − Pro = ⋅ (
Lemma 6. The proposed scheme is secure against type II adversary 2 if CDH problem is hard in 1 .
Proof. Suppose 2 could win the authenticator forging game; then can construct a polynomial-algorithm to solve the CDH problem with nonnegligible probability : given an instance ( , 1 = ⋅ , 2 = ⋅ ).
Create-User.
maintains a list of tuples {ID SP , SK SP , PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 } and sets them as empty initially. Upon receiving a request with ID , checks whether tuple {ID SP , SK SP , PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 } exists. If so, returns {PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 } to 1 ; else, if ID = ID SP , generates a random number SK SP ∈ * , sets PK SP,1 = 1 , requests -query with {ID SP , PK SP,1 }, and computes PK SP,2 = SK KGC ⋅ (ID SP , PK SP,1 ); then returns {PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 } to 1 ; if ID ̸ = ID SP , chooses a random number and computes PK SP,1 = ⋅ , PK SP,2 = SK KGC ⋅ (ID SP , PK SP,1 ) and returns {PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 } to 1 .
The other queries are the same as Lemma 5.
Eventually 2 outputs a forgery proof (Pro , ) with challenge Chal = {( , )} ∈ from TPA; looks up ℎ and , respectively; at last could get the following equation:
also can get another equation:
Based on (5) and (6), we could get
Through Lemmas 5 and 6, we have proved that our scheme could defend two types of attackers in certificateless public auditing scheme.
Security Requirements Discussions
(1) Publicly Verifiability. From the equation of correctness analysis, we can see that, through the ProofGen and ProofVerify, TPA only needs to verify the proof generated by CS when the user requests public auditing service. Therefore, our scheme satisfies the publicly verifiability requirement.
(2) Privacy Preserving. We can see that our scheme achieves privacy preserving from two aspects: firstly, the medical data storing on CS is encrypted, so CS cannot get any information about the client's PHI; the TPA also cannot get any information with proof generated from CS. So, we can see that our scheme achieves the goal of protecting the client's privacy.
(3) Storage Correctness. When the stored data in CS has been modified, deleted, or corrupted, the TPA can check the result with the algorithm ProofVerify. Besides, we can see that any adversaries cannot forge the proof without secret key through Lemmas 5 and 6. So we see that the storage correctness has been achieved in our scheme. get any information of client's collected medical data. So we see that the confidentiality has been achieved in our scheme.
(5) Batch Auditing. Through the algorithm of ProofVerify, we can see that several blocks of data can be checked in one phase. Therefore, our scheme achieves batch auditing requirement.
Performance Analysis
Computational Cost.
We evaluate the performance of our proposed scheme through several experiments with the help of Java Pairing-Based Cryptography (JPBC) library [68] . These experiments are carried out on a machine with Intel Core i5-3337U CPU (1.8 GHz clock speed), 4 GB RAM, and running the Win 8 Operating System. The selected elliptic curve is a supersingular curve, 2 = 3 + , with the order of 160 bits, and elements in 1 is 128 bytes. We compared our scheme with the other two schemes [27, 28] for the reason that these two schemes are similar to our proposed schemes. The comparison is mainly focused on ProofVerify and AuthGen phase for the reason that these two phases are the two most time-consuming phases.
In Figure 4 (a), we can see that, in AuthGen phase, our scheme needs less time compared with the other two schemes. We tested [0, 1000] blocks of data. The time cost of the authenticator generating time is linearly increasing. Besides, considering that, in our scheme, the AuthGen phase is conducted in SP side (in [27, 28] , the AuthGen phase is generated by client), the time cost of authenticator generation for client is 0. The client only needs to do one symmetrical encryption such as AES (computational cost in client side is shown in Table 1 ). For the reason that, in pairing-based cryptographic schemes, the point multiplication operation, hash to point, and bilinear pairing are the main computational expansive operations, the time cost of each algorithm mainly depends on the number of point multiplication operations. However, the symmetrical encryption only needs almost the same computational cost with hash function which is negligible compared with point multiplication and exponentiation. So from Table 1 we can see that the computational cost of our scheme LEPA with 1Enc greatly reduces the computational cost in client side compared with He et al. 's scheme (2PM + 2 + 1ℎ) and Yu et al. 's scheme (3Exp + 1 ).
In Figures 4(b) and 5, we tested the ProofVerify efficiency of the three schemes. In Yu et al. 's scheme [28] , the proof verifying time will be affected with the changing of time period for the reason that the proof verifying parameters are changed in different time period. In Yu et al. 's scheme, each time period corresponds to a tree node and, with the variation of the node depth in tree, the time cost is different. We tested the results in different depth of the node: = 1, 10, and 15. We can see that, in the three conditions ( Figures  4(b) , 5(a), and 5(b)), our scheme needs the least computation cost. The reason is that, with the increase of data blocks in the verification step, only several integer arithmetic and hash operations are conducted; however, integer multiplication and hash operations are relatively of low computation cost. In scheme [28] , one more bilinear pairing operation is needed; the bilinear pairing operation is computation-expensive so Yu et al. 's scheme needs the highest time cost. In scheme [27] , with increasing of verifying data blocks, the mapping to point operations and point multiplications are increasing, but the time cost of these two operations is relatively high, so, with the increasing amount of data blocks, the time cost of scheme is growing quickly. Figure 5(b) ), the time of transcending time disappeared (but it will certainly appear at a certain moment in future).
Communication Cost.
The communication cost of scheme is generated in Algorithm 5 AuthGen, Algorithm 6 ProofGen, and Algorithm 7 ProofVerify. The communication cost of Chal is the same in three schemes with the form Chal = {( , )} ∈ ; the elements and are two integers and the size of Chal depends on the number of ( , ) in Chal. The number of ( , ) in Chal will depend on the number of data blocks to be checked in the cloud server which was decided by the auditor.
However, the communication cost of Proof is different in three schemes (a detailed comparison is shown in Table 2):  from Table 2 , we can see that our scheme has the same communication cost as He et al. 's scheme [27] ; in He et al. 's scheme, the form of proof is ( , ) and, in our scheme, the form of proof is (Pro, ), where Pro = ∑ =1 ⋅ auth and = ∑ =1 ⋅ . For the reason that auth = SK SP ⋅ℎ(id , PK KGC , PK SP,1 , PK SP,2 )⋅ (ID SP , PK SP,1 )+ ⋅PK SP,2 is a group element, Pro = ∑ =1 ⋅ auth is also a group element. So we can compute that the communication cost in our scheme is 1 group element and 1 integer. In He et al. 's scheme, = ∑ =1 ⋅ and = ∑ =1 ⋅ ; with the same method we can get that the communication cost in their scheme is 1 group element and 1 integer. For the reason that the communication and computational cost in Yu et al. ' scheme [28] are timevarying, the proof in Yu et al. 's scheme will be changing in different time period. The proof in their scheme is ( , , , , Ω ) about ( + 2) group elements and 2 integers where is the parameter numbers in Ω (the depth of time node). So, from Table 2 , we can see that our scheme needs the same communication cost as He al. 's scheme and less communication cost than Yu et al. 's scheme.
Conclusion
Considering that there has been no good solution for public auditing in cloud-assisted WBSNs, we propose a lightweight and efficient public auditing scheme, LEPA, for cloud-assisted WBSNs in this paper. With our proposed scheme LEPA, in some healthcare applications of cloud-assisted WBSNs (such as the hospital without private data center that needs to outsource the important medical data into cloud service provider), the sensitive data used for diagnosis could be checked whether it is well-kept in remote cloud server. Through the lightweight designing concepts, we reduce the computational expensive operations such as hash to point or point multiplication in user side. In addition, the authenticator generation is outsourced to service provider and user only needs to do one symmetrical encryption. Compared to related works, the client in our scheme has the least security computational burden. Besides, we give the formal security proof of that our scheme can resist two kinds of adversaries in the random oracle model including public key replacement attacker and master key accessing attacker. Furthermore, we use Java language to implement our scheme. The experimental result shows that our scheme outperforms other similar schemes in both the verification phase and authenticator generating phase. To the best of our knowledge and using the analysis above, we think that the proposed scheme LEPA is the most suitable public auditing scheme for cloud-assisted WBSNs.
Although our proposed scheme LEPA achieves better security properties and efficiency compared with similar works, however, we think that our scheme still has the defects below.
(1) The application model is relatively simple and not suitable for complicated model such as multiuser model. In some application scenarios such as community hospital, the users may be organized as a group to share the data stored in cloud. So it is meaningful to propose a multiuser model based cloud-assisted WBSNs auditing scheme.
(2) Considering that, with the physiological sensors in WBSNs, the physiological information can be collected and these data can be used to achieve biometric authentication, the two-factor based auditing schemes will support stronger security goals.
So, in the future, we plan to extend our scheme, LEPA, to different application scenarios such as mobile WBSN based healthcare system or the multiuser model of cloudassisted WBSNs environment. Besides, the two-factor based authentication technology with physiological information and modern cryptographic technology will be used together in our future works to enhance the security of cloud-assisted WBSN applications.
Notations
:
As e c u r i t yp a r a m e t e r :
Al a r g ep r i m en u m b e r > 2 :
A bilinear pairing : 1 × 2 → 2 SK KGC : The KGC's secret key PK KGC : The public key of KGC ID SP :
The identity of SP PK SP,1 : The partial public key generated by oneself PK SP,2 : The partial public key generated by KGC SK SP : ThesecretkeyofSP auth :
The authenticator of (Pro, ): The proof of medical data 1 , 2 , . . . , generated by SP Chal:
The integrity checking challenge generated by TPA: Chal = {( , )} ∈ / :
Themedicaldata and corresponding ciphertext encrypted by client ℎ:
Ah a s hf u n c t i o n :
A hash to point function: {(0, 1) * , 1 } → 1 .
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